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In the 2014 fighting game Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS/Wii U and Super Smash Bros. Ultimate, the move can be
obtained by combining the neutral Special Move along with an up Special Move. This allows the player to pull a "T-Rex
Clothesline" on their opponent, as demonstrated in Super Smash Bros. Ultimate's opening cinematic. However, the move does
not have its own code and is only available by performing the combination move. In the Pokémon series Generation I (ancient
Pokémon, introduced in Generation I) The T-Rex Clothesline was introduced in the Generation I games, being a move that the
T-Rex can use by throwing its arms forward. The T-Rex Clothesline is similar to the attack of the Ground-type dinosaur from
the Mega Man video games. The difference between the two is that T-Rex Clothesline is used by throwing one arm forward.
Generation II (ancient Pokémon, introduced in Generation II) In Pokémon Diamond and Pearl, the T-Rex Clothesline is a
move that the player can use by throwing its arms forward and then quickly rotating the arms to the side like a clothesline.
Generation III (ancient Pokémon, introduced in Generation III) Generation IV (introduced in Pokémon X and Y) In Pokémon
X and Y, the T-Rex Clothesline is a move that the player can use by throwing its arms forward and then quickly rotating the
arms to the side like a clothesline. This move has a slight variation in the animation, where it makes a hit more like a punch. In
the Pokémon series, the T-Rex Clothesline is one of the moves used by the Goldeen in the 3rd Pokémon movie Pokémon: The
Rise of Darkrai. The move has a similar animation to its other attacks. Trivia T-Rex Clothesline was supposed to appear in
Pokémon XD: Gale of Darkness, but the developers decided to change it due to issues that made the move physically
impossible, as it would take place in the future.[1] In Pokémon XD: Gale of Darkness, T-Rex Clothesline appears as an
unlockable costume.
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